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Chapter6
Exploring the Suitability of
Object-Oriented Design Metrics as
Features for Class Diagram
Simplification

Class diagrams may include an overwhelming amount of information. For large
and complex class diagrams, there is a possibility that not all information in the
class diagram is important for understanding the system. In this chapter, we study
how to identify essential and secondary information in class diagrams. To this
end, we performed a survey with professionals, academics and students to enquire
how to decide which information in class diagrams is considered important. In
particular, we explore whether software design metrics can be used as a means of
identifying important classes in a class diagram.

In total, 25 complete responses were received. 76% of the respondents have average
or above skills with class diagrams. We discovered that the metric that counts
the number of public operations is the most important metric for indicating the
importance of a class in a diagram. Also, we discovered that class names and
coupling were influencing factors when it comes to excluding classes from a class
diagram.

This chapter is a more detailed version of a publication entitled “UML Class Diagram Simplification
- A Survey for Improving Reverse Engineered Class Diagram Comprehension”,In Proceedings of the 1st
International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering and Software Development(MODELSWARD 2013)
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6.1 Introduction

The UML class diagram is one of the valuable artifacts in software development and
software maintenance. This diagram is helpful for software developers and software
maintainers in order to understand architecture, design, implementation and behavior
of software systems. UML class diagrams describe the static structure of programs at a
higher level of abstraction than source code [70].

Reverse engineering is one of the possible techniques to discover a software design
after the implementation phase. Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing the
source code of a system to identify its components and their interrelationships and
create design representations of the system at a higher level of abstraction [41]. With
this technique, recovery of a class diagram can be done based on the source code.
However, the resulting class diagrams from reverse engineering techniques often
suffers from too much detail and information. In particular, RE-CDs are typically a
detailed representation of the underlying source code, which makes it hard for the
software engineer to understand what the key elements in the software structure
are [126]. Although several Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools
have options to leave out several properties in a class diagram, they are unable to
automatically identify classes and information that are not useful or less important.
As part of a recent study [59], Fernández-Sáez et al. found that developers experience
more difficulties in finding information in reverse engineered diagrams than in forward
designed diagrams and also find the level of detail in forward designed diagrams more
appropriate than in reverse engineered diagrams. For this reason, the information
that is needed by developers or maintainers to be shown in a class diagram should be
discovered.

In this chapter, we aim at simplifying UML class diagrams by leaving out unneces-
sary information without affecting the developer’s understanding of the system. Based
on the feedback in Chapter 5, the software developers indicated that the system struc-
tural information (e.g. relationship and class elements) influence the determination of
classes that could be included (inclusion) and classes that could be omitted (exclusion)
in the class diagrams. To this end, we have conducted a survey to gather information
from IT professionals, researchers or academics and students about what type of infor-
mation they focus on. The survey directed to the structural information based on the
object-oriented design metrics (i.e. the metrics from size category, inheritance category
and coupling category). We prepared a questionnaire that consisted of 24 questions
that are divided into 3 parts in order to discover this information.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 discusses related work. Section
6.3 describes the properties and tools for this research. Section 6.4 explains about the
survey methodology while Section 6.5 presents the results and findings. We discuss
our findings in Section 6.6. This is followed by our conclusions in Section 6.7 and future
work in Section 6.8.
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6.2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss several studies that are related to the research in this chapter.

6.2.1 Usage of design metrics

Design metrics have been used for various purposes in software engineering. The
Chidamber and Kemerer metrics (widely known as CK metrics) are well-known object-
oriented metrics that is commonly used in software maintenance and fault proneness
research.

In software maintenance, Li et al. [104] use object-oriented metrics (CK) to predict
software maintenance effort. Their study shows a strong relationship between main-
tenance effort and object-oriented metrics. Their study also validates the results to
prove the ability of these metrics to predict the maintenance effort. Binkley et al. [27]
investigate more specific to coupling metrics in predicting maintenance measure. Their
study found that the coupling dependency metrics (CDM) is suitable for predicting
maintenance measures (e.g. a low level of coupling undergoes less maintenance and
have fewer maintenance faults). They also found that CDM also suitable to predict the
number of run-time failures.

There are several works on the usage of object-oriented design metrics associated
with fault-proneness. Briand et al. [36] [35] found that several CK metrics were
associated with the fault-proneness of classes. Also, Tang et al. [163] found that the
Weighted Methods Per Class (WMC) and Response for a Class (RFC) metrics are
associated with fault-proneness. El Emam et al. [53] found that inheritance and Export
Coupling (EC) Metrics are associated with fault-proneness. In later research, Gyímothy
et al. [73] discovered the Coupling between object (CBO) is the best metrics to predict
fault-proneness.

In our study, we used several object-oriented metrics to predict the class should be
included and should be excluded in the class diagram. We measure the influence of
the object-oriented metrics in predicting class inclusion/exclusion by the score ranking
based on the respondents’ answers.

6.2.2 Automated Abstraction of Class Models

Falleri et al. [56] proposed an approach for class model normalization to produce a
simplified class diagram by removing redundant information. The Relational concept
analysis and Formal Concept analysis are used to process the normalization of the
class model. Similar to our study, they also suggest that the usage of elements name
for class model abstraction.

Egyed [51][52] proposed an approach for automated abstraction that allows de-
signers to “zoom out” on class diagrams to investigate and reason about their bigger
picture. This approach was based on a large number of abstraction rules. In total, the
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article provides 121 rules to abstract a class diagram. However, this work is more
concentrated on the abstraction of classes relationship. It could not automatically select
the classes that should be included and should be excluded in class diagrams.

In our study, we conduct a survey to find out which object-oriented design metrics
influences the software developer in selecting the classes that should be included and
excluded.

6.3 Examined Properties and Tools

In this section, we describe i) the design metrics that we consider, and ii) the tools used
for this research.

6.3.1 Examined Properties

SDMetrics [180] is an object-oriented design measurement tool for the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML). SDMetrics is capable of measuring 32 types of class diagram
metrics which are divided into five categories, namely Size, Coupling, Inheritance,
Complexity and Diagram. However, in this study, we only used 14 metrics from the
categories of Size, Coupling and Inheritance. These 14 metrics are selected based on
our initial experiments in Chapter 3. We reverse engineered the source codes of the
case studies presented in Chapter 3 and extracted all object-oriented design metrics
provided by SDMetrics. We found that only 14 metrics (as shown in Table 6.1) have
significant value for measurement.

6.3.2 Tools

SDMetrics [180] is used to measure the structural properties of object oriented design.
SDMetrics version 2.11 (academic license) is used for this purpose. We chose Enterprise
Architect [153] version 7.5 for creating forward design and RE-CDs for this survey.

6.4 Survey Methodology

This subsection describes the design of the questionnaire. We explain how the ques-
tionnaire was designed and why. We also describe our online survey experiment that
explains how the experiment was conducted.

6.4.1 Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire consisted of 3 parts i.e. part A, B and C. There was a total of 24
questions in this questionnaire.
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Table 6.1: The Chosen Software Design Metrics [180]

No. Metrics Category Description
1 NumAttr Size The number of attributes in the class.
2 NumOps Size The number of operations in the class.
3 NumPubOps Size The number of public operations in a class.
4 Setters Size The number of operations in a class with a

name starting with ‘set’.
5 Getters Size The number of operations in a class with a

name starting with ‘get’, ‘is’, or ‘has’.
6 NOC Inheritance Number of Children (NOC) calculates the

number of immediate subclasses subordi-
nated to a class in the class hierarchy.

7 DIT Inheritance Depth Inheritance Tree (DIT) calculates the
longest path from the class (in the class
diagram) to the root of the inheritance tree.

8 CLD Inheritance Class Leaf Depth (CLD) calculates the
longest path from the class to a leaf node in
the inheritance hierarchy below the class.

9 Dep_Out Coupling
(import)

The number of dependencies where the
class is the client.

10 Dep_In coupling
(export)

The number of dependencies where the
class is the supplier.

11 EC_Attr Coupling
(import)

The number of times the class is externally
used as attribute type.

12 IC_Attr coupling
(export)

The number of attributes in the class have
another class or interface as their type.

13 EC_Par Coupling
(import)

The number of times the class is externally
used as parameter type.

14 IC_Par coupling
(export)

The number of parameters in the class
have another class or interface as their
type.

In part A, we aimed to discover the respondent’s personal characteristics and
experience with class diagrams. Meanwhile, Part B aimed to discover what object-
oriented design metrics that the respondents find influential in considering classes
that could be included in class diagrams. In part C, we aimed to discover what classes
the respondents leave out when looking at a diagram and what class diagram(s) the
respondents prefer when looking at different types of class diagram designs. This is
an online questionnaire and is hosted by LimeSurvey [5] and a printable version is
available at [130].
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Table 6.2: Answers Multiple Choices Questions

Choices Answers

A Class(es) definitely should not be included
B Class(es) probably should not be included
C Class(es) sometimes be included
D Class(es) probably should be included
E Class(es) definitely should be included

Part A: Background of the Respondents

Part A consisted of 4 questions. Question 1 asked about the current status of the re-
spondents. Question 2 intended to collect information about the respondent’s location
(optional question). We asked how many years of experience the respondent has with
class diagrams in question 3. The last question asked the respondents to rate their skills
in creating, modifying and understanding class diagrams.

Part B: Class Diagram Indicators for Class Inclusion /Exclusion

This part consisted of 14 questions. The first 13 questions asked about the influence
of class diagram elements (based on object-oriented design metrics) to distinguish
classes that should be included or excluded. In detail, we asked opinions of software
developers on to whether they believe a particular metrics should be used for deciding
whether a class should be included or excluded. In each question, we briefly explained
about the metrics that was used in the question and five answers were offered. The
choices of answers are shown in Table 6.2.

The last question of part B (i.e. question 14) is to discover the reason of the respon-
dents for including and excluding a class in a class diagram. This question aimed to
collect the information complementary to object-oriented design metrics about the
reason of the respondents for including and excluding a class in a class diagram.

Part C: Practical Simplification Problems

Part C contained 6 questions. In this part, these well-known domain systems were
selected to avoid bias about the domain knowledge of the respondents. The following
class diagrams were involved in this survey:

1. Automated Teller Machine (ATM) simulation system: We used the forward
design of an ATM simulation system [28] that only contains class names and
class relationships. In total, there are 22 classes in this class diagram.

2. Library System: The Library System is a system that enables a user to borrow a
book from a library. This system which was taken from [55] contains 24 classes.
The RE-CD of this system was used in this questionnaire.
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Table 6.3: Description of the Class Diagrams Used in the Questions

Question System Source of Diagram Level of Detail (LoD)

C1 ATM Machine Forward Design Low
C2 Library System Reverse Engineered High
C3 Pacman Game Forward Design High
C5 Pacman Game Reverse Engineered High

Table 6.4: Choices of Answers for Question 4

Choices Descriptions

A I prefer class diagram A (ATM System)
B I prefer class diagram B (Library system)
C I prefer class diagram C (Forward design Pacman)
D I prefer them all
E I do not prefer them
F It does not matter which one

3. Pacman Game: Pacman’s Perilous Predicament is a turn-based implementation
of the classic Pacman game. To accommodate its turn-based nature, the game
play mechanics will be changed into more of a puzzle game. This project can be
found at [44]. In this questionnaire, we used the diagram of the second phase
(Milestone 2). We used two types of diagrams from this system, namely the
forward design and the RE-CD. The forward design consists of 17 classes while
the RE-CD contains 15 classes. The forward design was detailed and hence,
similar to the source code.

We also tried to simulate the various flavours of class diagrams from the software
industry by providing different Levels of Detail (LoD) of class diagrams and the sources
of class diagrams. Different flavours of class diagrams allowed us to differentiate the
indicators of class exclusion. The information about the class diagrams used in part C
is shown in Table 6.3. Next to these 4 questions, we made another 2 questions in which
we asked the respondent which class diagram he/she prefers. In the first question
(question 4 in part C), the respondents were required to choose between an ATM
system, a Library system and the forward design of a Pacman system. The respondents
were also required to provide the reason they chose the answer. In the second question
(question 6 in part C), the respondents were required to choose between the forward
design and the RE-CD of Pacman. The respondents were also required to give the
reason they chose the answer. Table 6.4 and 6.5 show the answer options for the
multi-choice questions.
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Table 6.5: Choices of Answers for Question 6

Choices Descriptions

A I prefer class diagram C (Forward design Pacman)
B I prefer class diagram D (Reverse engineered design Pacman)
C I prefer them Both
D I do not prefer them
E It does not matter which one

Table 6.6: Total of Reponses

Responses Amount

Complete Responses 25
Incomplete Responses 73
Total Responses 98

6.4.2 Experiment Description

The experiment was conducted online (hosted by Limeservice [5]). The questionnaire
was published online from 15th of May until the 3rd of August 2012.

We first invited students and researchers at the Leiden Institute of Advanced
Computer Science (LIACS), Leiden, to our online questionnaire. Then, we promoted
the questionnaire by using social media like Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. We also
promoted this questionnaire to multiple online software developer forums.

The respondents were provided the facility to save the answers and the respondents
could continue for a later time. The total respondents that entered this questionnaire
were 98 (see Table 6.6). However, only 25 respondents completed this questionnaire.
Most of the incomplete responses stopped after the questions in Part A.

6.5 Results and Findings

In this section, we present our results and findings from this survey. This section is
divided into three subsections: Background of the Respondents, Indicator for Class
Inclusion and Practical Simplification Problems.

6.5.1 Background of the Respondents (Part A)

This subsection presents the results of part A of the questionnaire in which we asked
after the respondent’s background information.
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Figure 6.1: Role of the Respondents

Figure 6.2: Location of the Respondents

Roles and Locations

For the respondents’ role, 40% of the respondents mentioned that their current status
is Researcher/Academic while 32% of the respondents are IT Professionals. 28% of the
respondents answered Student. None of the respondents answered “Other”. Figure 6.1
shows the results of all the respondents. This result shows that the distribution of the
respondent’s status is quite even.

For the respondents’ location, 45% of the respondents were from the Netherlands
and 32% of the respondents were from Malaysia. The detail of respondents’ location is
shown in Figure 6.2.

Skills and Experience with Class Diagrams

For the years of experience in using class diagram, 28% of the respondents stated
that their experience with class diagrams is less than 1 year. 24% of the respondents
mentioned that their experience with class diagrams is between 1 and 3 years while 16%
of the respondents answered this question with “3 - 7 Years”. 12% of the respondents
answered “7 - 10 Years” and 20% of the respondents mentioned that they had more
than 10 years of experience with class diagrams.
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Figure 6.3: Class Diagram Skill and Years of Experience

In Question A4, we asked the respondent to rate his/her skills in creating, modi-
fying and understanding class diagrams. 40% of the respondents answered Average,
while 20% answered “Good”. 16% of the respondents answered Excellent. 16% of the
respondents rated their skill are Low and 8% of the respondents have Poor skill of
class diagrams. This indicate that 76% of the respondents rated their skill of average or
above. The complete results of the combination of these two questions are shown in
Figure 6.3.

6.5.2 Indicator for Class Inclusion

In this subsection, we present the result of part B. This part consisted of 14 questions.
Each of these questions asked whether some metric-value could be used as an indicator
of the importance of a class. For example,
“ B3: Do you think that a high number of Public operations (NumPubOps) is an indicator that
a class should be included in a class diagram? ”

For questions B1 to B13, the respondents were provided 5 answer options (see
Table 6.2) to be chosen as their answer. We analyzed these 13 questions by using a
score-system. The score-system is shown in Table 6.7.

The metrics are grouped into three categories which are: Size, Coupling and Inher-
itance. The details of these metrics are explained in Table 6.1. Figure 6.4 shows the
results of the Size category. The average score for the metrics in category of size is 18.3.
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Table 6.7: Score-System Metrics - Question B1-B13

Answer Score

Class(es) definitely should not be included -2
Class(es) probably should not be included -1
Class(es) sometimes be included 0
Class(es) probably should be included 1
Class(es) definitely should be included 2
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Figure 6.4: Score Size Category (Question B1-B4)

From these results, we found that operations are very important in class diagrams. In
particular, public operations. This finding aligns with our findings in Chapter 5 where
the respondents did not like to see private and protected operations. In other words,
they find public operations better indicators for inclusion in a class diagram. As for
setters/getters, these have the lowest score in this category. This indicates that the
setters/getters are not an important element in a class diagram for the respondents. A
reason for this could be that it is a common operation. NumAttr and NumOps also
have an average amount of points. We can say that these metrics are normally needed
in a class diagram, but public operations are more preferred.

Figure 6.5 shows the results of the Coupling category. On average, the score for the
metrics in coupling category is 14.2. The results illustrate that Dep_Out and Dep_In
score 17 and 16 points, respectively. In Chapter 5, most of the respondents find the
class relationship is an important criteria of classes that should be included in class
diagrams. Therefore, if a class contains many dependencies, whether they are outgoing
or incoming, this class is important. This could be the reason that many respondents
stated that such a class should be included. EC_Attr has 15 points while IC_Attr has 17
points. If we compare the points between these two metrics and EC_Par (11 points)
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Figure 6.5: Score Coupling Category (Question B5-B10)

and IC_Par (9 points), there is a huge difference. This indicates that the classes that
are declared and are used as an attribute are more important than the classes that are
declared and are used as a parameter in class operations.

The Inheritance category consists of three metrics: NOC, DIT, and CLD. The average
score for the metrics of this category is 10.7. From the results (Figure 6.6), NOC has
the highest score in this category (20 points). DIT and CLD have 7 points and 5 points,
respectively. These results suggest that the respondents may only be interested in
a part of an inheritance hierarchy. If a class has a high NOC, the class is important
since it has many immediate children and is also higher in the inheritance hierarchy.
However, if a class has a high DIT, then this class is somewhere at the bottom of this
hierarchy which means that there is a possibility that this class is not important. It is
not a surprise that CLD has a low score because normally if a class has a high number
of CLD then the class presents a very high-level of abstraction that is typically used to
group the classes under this class.

Question B14 asked the reasons for including or excluding a class from the class
diagram. The responses to open-ended question B14 were analyzed by grouping the
answers into categories. An answer to this open-ended question could contain multiple
keywords. The respondents stated that they wanted to include a class “when it is
important” but they did not say when a class is important. It is a weakness of the
survey-method that we could not ask for further questioning into more explicit factors
when this answer was given.

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the question based on the keywords. It shows
that there are three keywords that are related to the answers the most. These are
Important/Relevant Class (29.6%), Domain Related (25.9%), and Coupling (18.5%).
The keyword “Important/Relevant” is a broad term, but that is what the respondent
answered. Hence, this answer is really obvious, but we cannot use it as a recipe to
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Figure 6.7: Keywords to Include a Class in a Class Diagram

decide which class is important for them. Coupling on the other hand is a factor
that was expected. We stated in the survey in Chapter 5 that relationships are very
important to understand a class diagram. Here, we found the same result. 18.5% of the
respondents said that if a class has many relations, then that class should be included.

“Domain Related” are classes related to the concept or domain. Without these
classes, it is hard for a software maintainer to understand a system. Five respondents
mentioned the reasons for exclusion. One of these reasons is when a class is too small
or that it can be combined with another class. Another respondent stated that he/she
excludes a class if this class does not contain any important attributes or operations.
Once again, the respondent did not state when an attribute or an operation is important.
One respondent stated that he did not need any children classes. In other words, he
only needs the parent classes. Another respondent mentioned that he would keep
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the classes, but would exclude the attributes and operations from these classes to
get a high-level abstraction. This answer is not really relevant to what we asked,
but it is interesting to show the needs of the class names and class relationships to
understand a system. The last respondent stated that he/she excludes helper classes or
technical-specific classes since they are not needed to understand a system.

6.5.3 Practical Simplification Problems (Part C)

In this part, we tried to elicit characteristics about classes that should not be included
in a class diagram. This information is gathered by asking the respondents to select
classes that should be excluded from the class diagram of three actual system designs.

Coupling

In question C1, a class diagram of an ATM System (as shown in Figure 6.8) was
presented without attributes and operations. Through this question, we aimed to
elicit information about the influence of coupling category and class names. The
overall results of this question are shown in Figure 6.9. The results show that 48%
of the respondents chose to exclude the class Money and 36% of the respondents
chose to exclude the OperatorPanel and Status class from the class diagram. We
observed that these 3 classes have a relatively low coupling (≤ 2). Next, 32% of the
respondents excluded the classes Deposit, EnvelopeAcceptor, ReceiptPrinter, Transfer
and Withdrawal. The coupling of those classes is equal to 2. This means that the
exclusion of 8 out of 24 classes of this class diagram could be explained based on their
coupling. The classes that were important in this class diagram are Transaction and
ATM. Only 4% of the respondents chose these classes as should not be included. Both
classes have a high amount of coupling. This indicates that the amount of coupling
plays a major role in selecting the classes that should or should not be included in a
class diagram.

Meaningful Class Names

A RE-CD from a Library System (as shown in Figure 6.10) was used for question C2
(“Figure 10” in this questionnaire). All elements in a class diagram were presented
(in HLoD) and we expected to discover the factors that are influential in selecting the
classes that could be excluded. The results of the survey are shown in Figure 6.11.

From question C2, we found that class names also play a major role in determining
whether a class should be included or excluded. The top three classes that were chosen
to be excluded are AboutDialog, MessageBox and QuitDialog. From the class names,
the respondents were able to predict what the functionality of the class is. AboutDialog,
MessageBox and QuitDialog clearly referred to functionality that is used to display
information. Thus, these classes are not considered important because they are only
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Figure 6.8: Class Diagram A (ATM System)
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Figure 6.9: Respondents Selection of Classes that Should not be Included in an ATM System

used to display messages - which is not core functionality of this application. On the
other hand, the 5 classes that not many respondents chose to exclude from the class
diagram are classes that are related to the domain and have coupling more than 2.
Borrower, Reservation, Loan, Item and Title are classes that have a meaningful name
that might indicate the functionality of the classes and also are core concepts of the
domain i.e. Library System.

Enumeration and Interface Classes

In question C3, the respondents were asked to select the classes that could be left out of
a forward designed Pacman Game class diagram. Most of the classes in this diagram
have relationships and meaningful class names. The complete result of this question
is presented in Figure 6.12. The results indicate that 64% of the respondents chose to
exclude class Direction from the class diagram. This class is an Enumeration class with
coupling equals to 0 which might be the reason why this class should not be included
in a class diagram. 52% of the respondents selected to exclude the Iterator class while
40% of the respondents chose to exclude the Iterable class. Both classes are interface
classes that might indicate that those classes are not important or at least not related
to the domain of the application. These results illustrate that the enumeration and
interface types of classes are candidates for suppression in a simplifying this class
diagram.
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Loan

x getBorrowerPf : Borrower
x getItemPf : Item
x getItemIdPf : int
x getTitleNamePf : String
x LoanPf
x LoanPObjId# ObjIdf
x readPRandomAccessFi lef : void
x writePRandomAccessFi lef : void

Borrower

x addLoanPObjIdf : void
x addReservationPObjIdf : void
x BorrowerPf
x BorrowerPString# String# String# String# String# Stringf
x el iminateLoanPObjIdf : void
x el iminateReservationPObjIdf : void
x errorBorrowerPbooleanf : Borrower
x getCityPf : String
x getCountryPf : String
x getLoanPf : String
x getNumberPf : String
x getStreetPf : String
x obtainBorrowerPObjIdf : Borrower
x obtainLoanPintf : Loan
x obtainNumLoansPf : int
x obtainNumReservationsPf : int
x obtenerReservaPintf : Reservation
x readPRandomAccessFi lef : void
x searchByNamePStringf : Borrower
x setCityPStringf : void
x setCountryPStringf : void
x setNumberPStringf : void
x setStreetPStringf : void
x setSurnamePStringf : void
x writePRandomAccessFilef : void

«property get»
x getCPPf : String

«property set»
x setCPPStringf : void

Item

x getIdPf : int
x getLoanPf : Loan
x getTitleNamePf : String
x isBorrowedPf : boolean
x ItemPf
x ItemPObjId# intf
x readPRandomAccessFilef : void
x setLoanPObjIdf : void
x wri tePRandomAccessFilef : void

Reserv ation

x getBorrowerPf : Borrower
x getTitlePf : Ti tle
x readPRandomAccessFi lef : void
x ReservationPf
x ReservationPObjId# ObjIdf
x writePRandomAccessFilef : void

Title

x addItemPObjIdf : void
x addReservationPObjIdf : void
x findOnAuthorPStringf : Ti tle
x findOnISBNPStringf : Ti tle
x findOnNamePStringf : Title
x getAuthorPf : String
x getISBNPf : String
x getItemPintf : Item
x getItemWithIdPintf : Item
x getNoItemsPf : int
x getNoReservationsPf : int
x getReservationPintf : Reservation
x getTitlePObjIdf : Ti tle
x getTitlePf : String
x getTypePf : int
x getTypeAsStringPf : String
x iterateTitlePbooleanf : Ti tle
x leerPRandomAccessFilef : void
x removeItemAtIndexPintf : void
x removeReservationPObjIdf : void
x setAuthorPStringf : void
x setISBNPStringf : void
x setTitlePStringf : void
x setTypePintf : void
x TitlePf
x TitlePString# String# String# intf
x writePRandomAccessFi lef : void

Persistent

x cleanPf : void
x deletePf : boolean
x getObjIdPf : ObjId
x iteratePString# booleanf : Persistent
u obtainObjectPObjIdf : Persistent
x PersistentPf
x readPRandomAccessFilef : void
x storePf : void
x updatePf : boolean
x wri tePRandomAccessFilef : void

Dialog

FindTitleDialog

~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ findButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x FindTitleDialogPFrame# booleanf
x FindTitleDialogPFrame# String# booleanf
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x showPf : void

Dialog

AboutDialog

x AboutDialogPFrame# boolean# Toolki tf
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x paintPGraphicsf : void
x showPf : void

Frame

Borrow erFrame

~ AddButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x BorrowerFramePf
x BorrowerFramePStringf
~ CancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
x showPf : void

Frame

Borrow erInfoWindow

x BorrowerInfoWindowPf
x BorrowerInfoWindowPStringf
~ FindButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x resultBorrowerPObjIdf : void
x showPf : void

Frame

Brow seWindow

x BrowseWindowPf
x BrowseWindowPStringf
~ closeButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x fil lPf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
x showPf : void
~ updateBorrowerButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ updateTitleButton_ClickedPEventf : void

Frame

CancelReserv ationFrame

~ borrowerList_ListSelectPEventf : void
~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x CancelReservationFramePf
x CancelReservationFramePStringf
D checkStatusPf : void
~ findTitleButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x resultTitlePObjIdf : void
x showPf : void

Dialog

FindBorrow erDialog

~ CancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x FindBorrowerDialogPFrame# booleanf
x FindBorrowerDialogPFrame# String# booleanf
~ FindButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x showPf : void

Frame

LendItemFrame

~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
D CheckStatusPf : void
~ FindBorrowerInformation_ClickedPEventf : void
~ FindTitleButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ itemList_ListSelectPEventf : void
x LendItemFramePf
x LendItemFramePStringf
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x resultBorrowerPObjIdf : void
x resultTi tlePObjIdf : void
x showPf : void

Frame

MainWindow

~ About_ActionPEventf : void
x actionPEvent# Objectf : boolean
~ Borrower_ActionPEventf : void
~ BrowseAll_ActionPEventf : void
~ Exit_ActionPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ InsertBorrower_ActionPEventf : void
~ InsertTi tle_ActionPEventf : void
~ LendItem_ActionPEventf : void
x MainWindowPf
x paintPGraphicsf : void
~ RemoveReservation_ActionPEventf : void
~ ReserveTitle_ActionPEventf : void
x resultBorrowerPObjIdf : void
x resultTi tlePObjIdf : void
~ ReturningItem_ActionPEventf : void
x showPf : void
~ Title_ActionPEventf : void
~ UpdateBorrower_ActionPEventf : void
~ UpdateTitleItems_ActionPEventf : void

Dialog

MessageBox

x handleEventPEventf : boolean
x MessageBoxPFrame# Stringf
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x showPf : void

Dialog

QuitDialog

x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ noButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x QuitDialogPFrame# booleanf
x QuitDialogPFrame# String# booleanf
x showPf : void
~ yesButton_ClickedPEventf : void

Frame

Reserv ationFrame

~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
D checkStatusPf : void
~ findBorrowerButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ FindTitleButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x ReservationFramePf
x ReservationFramePStringf
x resultBorrowerPObjIdf : void
x resultTi tlePObjIdf : void
x showPf : void

Frame

ReturnItemFrame

~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
D checkStatusPf : void
~ findTitleButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ itemList_ListSelectPEventf : void
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x resultTi tlePObjIdf : void
x ReturnItemFramePf
x ReturnItemFramePStringf
x showPf : void

Frame

TitleFrame

~ addButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
x showPf : void
x TitleFramePf
x TitleFramePStringf

Frame

TitleInfoWindow

~ findButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ okButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x resultTi tlePObjIdf : void
x showPf : void
x TitleInfoWindowPf
x TitleInfoWindowPStringf

Frame

UpdateBorrowerFrame

~ CancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ DeleteButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
x showPf : void
x UpdateBorrowerFramePObjId# booleanf
~ UpdateButton_ClickedPEventf : void
D UpdateFramePObjIdf : void

Frame

UpdateTitleFrame

~ addItemButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ cancelButton_ClickedPEventf : void
~ deleteButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x handleEventPEventf : boolean
~ removeItemButton_ClickedPEventf : void
x showPf : void
~ updateButton_ClickedPEventf : void
D UpdateFramePObjIdf : void
x UpdateTitleFramePObjId# booleanf

Obj Id

x equalsPObjectf : boolean
x escribirPRandomAccessFilef : void
x getIdPf : int
x getNamePf : String
x ObjIdPf
x ObjIdPString# intf
x readPRandomAccessFilef : void

Dborrower

Dti tleDborrowerDitem
Dborrower

Dtitle

Dloan

Dcurrent

Dti tle

Dti tle

Dcurrent

Dcurrent

Dborrower

Dti tle

Dborrower

Dti tle

Dti tle

Dcurrent

Dborrower

Figure 6.10: Class Diagram B (Library System)
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Figure 6.11: Respondents Selection of Classes that should not be Included in a Library System

Figure 6.12: Respondents Selection of Classes that should not be Included in a Pacman Game
(Forward Design)
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Table 6.8: The Preferences between Class Diagram A (C1), B (C2) and C (C3)

AnswersL NumberLofL
RespondentsL

inL
xL

Respondent’sLRoleL Respondent’sLSkillL

StudentL Researcher/L
AcademicL

ITL
Pro.L

PoorL LowL AvgL GoodL ExcellentL

Ihpreferh
classh
diagramhAh
(Figureh6.8)h

5h 20h 0h 2h 3h 0h 0h 2h 1h 2h

Ihpreferh
classh
diagramhBh
(Figureh6.10)h

2h 8h 0h 1h 1h 0h 0h 2h 0h 0h

Ihpreferh
classh
diagramhCh
(Figureh6.13)h

12h 48h 6h 5h 1h 1h 3h 6h 1h 1h

Ihpreferh
themhallh

1h 4h 1h 2h 0h 0h 0h 0h 1h 0h

Ihdohnoth
preferhthemh

2h 8h 0h 0h 2h 0h 0h 0h 1h 1h

Ithdoeshnoth
matterh
whichhoneh

3h 12h 0h 0h 1h 1h 1h 0h 1h 0h

Total 25 100 7 10 8 2 4 10 5 4

Level of Detail

Referring to the class diagram A (question C1), class diagram B (question C2), and class
diagram C (question C3), the respondents have been asked which flavour of the class
diagram is preferred to be used. The detail information of LoD for the class diagrams
is explained in Table 6.3.

The results in Table 6.8 show that almost half of the respondents (48%) preferred
working with class diagram C (see Figure 6.13). This diagram is a HLoD forward
design class diagram. They mentioned that the class diagram is clear, the necessary
information is provided (e.g. attributes and operations) and most of the presented
classes are important. This diagram was preferred by students and researchers and one
IT Professional. 20% of the respondents preferred to use class diagram A. Most of the
respondents that chose this diagram were Researchers/Academic and IT Professionals
with the skill in class diagrams ranging from Average to Excellent. It seems that most
of the respondents that have a good skill and experience in class diagrams prefer to use
this diagram. The respondents mentioned that they preferred this diagram because it
is simple, less technical, domain-oriented, systematic and has meaningful classes. 8%
of the respondents preferred class diagram B. Another 8% did not prefer any of the
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ConsoleControl

W bi: BufferedInputStream
W continueGame: boolean
W model: GameModel

A ConsoleControl»GameModelR : int
W execute»R : boolean
A gameOver»GameEventR : void
A run»R : void

PacShell

A main»String[]R : void

Character

W currentTile: Tile

A Character»TileR : int
A getNeighbour»DirectionR : Tile
A getTile»R : Tile
A move»DirectionR : boolean
A setTile»TileR : boolean

«enumeration»
Direction

NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
WEST

A getOpposite»R : Direction

GameEvent

W eventType: int
A source: GameModel

A getSource»R : GameModel

GameLevel

W ghostStarts: List<Tile>
W maze: Maze
W playerStart: Tile

A addGhostStart»TileR : void
A clearGhostStart»intR : boolean
A clearPlayerStart»R : void
A GameLevel»MazeR : int
A getGhosts»R : int
A getGhostStart»intR : Tile
A getMaze»R : Maze
A getPlayerStart»R : Tile
A isComplete»R : boolean
A setPlayerStart»TileR : void

«interface»
GameListener

A gameOver»GameEventR : void
A levelComplete»GameEventR : void
A playerDeath»GameEventR : void
A playerMove»GameEventR : void

GameListenerAdapter

A gameOver»GameEventR : void
A levelComplete»GameEventR : void
A playerDeath»GameEventR : void
A playerMove»GameEventR : void

GameModel

W ghosts: List<Ghost>
W level: GameLevel
W levels: List<String>
W listeners: List<GameListener>
W player: Player

A addGameListener»GameListenerR : void
A GameModel»StringR : int
A getGhost»intR : Ghost
A getMaze»R : Maze
A getNumGhosts»R : int
A getPlayer»R : Player
A loadLevel»StringR : void
A makeMove»DirectionR : boolean
A removeGameListener»GameListenerR : void
A resetLevel»R : void
A stateCheck»R : void
A updateGhosts»R : void

Ghost

W target: Character

A getNextMove»R : Tile
A Ghost»TileU CharacterR : int

Maze

W maxX: int
W maxY: int
W mazeTiles: Tile[][]
A passDots: int

A addExit»intU intU DirectionU booleanR : boolean
A addTile»intU intR : boolean
A clearMaze»R : void
A dotsRemaining»R : int
A getMaxX»R : int
A getMaxY»R : int
A getNeighbour»TileU DirectionR : Tile
A getPassDots»R : int
A getTile»intU intR : Tile
A isComplete»R : boolean
A iterator»R : Iterator<Tile>
A Maze»intU intU booleanR : int
A removeExit»intU intU DirectionU booleanR : boolean
A removeTile»intU intR : boolean
A setPassDots»intR : void

MazeIterator

W maxX: int
W maxY: int
W tileArray: Tile[][]
W xPointer: int
W yPointer: int

A hasNext»R : boolean
A MazeIterator»intU intU Tile[][]R : int
A next»R : Tile
A remove»R : void

Player

W lives: int

A getLives»R : int
A isDead»R : boolean
A loseLife»R : boolean
A Player»TileU intR : int
A setTile»TileR : boolean

Tile

W exits: map<DirectionUTile>
W visited: boolean
A xCoord: int
A yCoord: int

A addDot»R : void
A clearDot»R : void
A getExit»DirectionR : Tile
A getShortName»R : String
A getXCoord»R : int
A getYCoord»R : int
A hasDot»R : boolean
A removeExit»DirectionR : boolean
A setExit»DirectionU TileR : boolean
A Tile»intU intR : int
A toString»R : String

«interface»
Iterable<Tile>

«interface»
Iterator<Tile>

ConsoleView

A ConsoleView»R : int
A ConsoleView»GameModelR : int
A drawMaze»GameModelR : void
A gameOver»GameEventR : void
A levelComplete»GameEventR : void
A playerDeath»GameEventR : void
A playerMove»GameEventR : void

Figure 6.13: Pacman Game Forward Design (Class Diagram C)

presented class diagrams. As reason for this, they stated that there is “no story” in the
class diagrams and that the class diagrams only show the solution, not the foundation
of the domain.

Reverse Engineered Class Diagram which Conformed to Forward Design

In question C5, the class diagram used was slightly different from the class diagram
presented in question C3 because this class diagram was constructed by using a reverse
engineering technique (see Figure 6.14). In this question, we tried to discover if there
was any difference in selecting the classes that should not be included in a class diagram
in a Re-CD that is close or almost similar to the forward design class. The result shows
that the class Direction and PacShell were selected by 72% of the respondents to be left
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ConsoleControl

Wv bi»v BufferedInputStream
Wv continueGame»v boolean
Wv model»v GameModel

Uv ConsoleControlRGameModelT
Wv executeRTv»vboolean
Uv gameOverRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv levelCompleteRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv runRTv»vvoid

PacShell

Uv mainRString[]Tv»vvoid

«enumeration»
Direction

NORTH
SOUTH
EAST
WEST

Uv getOppositeRTv»vDirection

Character

Wv currentTile»v Tile

Uv CharacterRTileT
Uv getNeighbourRDirectionTv»vTile
Uv getTileRTv»vTile
Uv moveRDirectionTv»vboolean
Uv setTileRTileTv»vboolean

GameEvent

Wv source»v GameModel

Uv GameEventRGameModelT
Uv getSourceRTv»vGameModel

GameLevel

Wv ghostStarts»v List<Tile>
Wv maze»v Maze
Wv playerStart»v Tile

Uv addGhostStartRTileTv»vvoid
Uv clearGhostStartRintTv»vboolean
Uv clearPlayerStartRTv»vvoid
Uv GameLevelRMazeT
Uv getGhostsRTv»vint
Uv getGhostStartRintTv»vTile
Uv getMazeRTv»vMaze
Uv getPlayerStartRTv»vTile
Uv isCompleteRTv»vboolean
Uv setPlayerStartRTileTv»vvoid

GameListenerAdapter

Uv gameOverRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv levelCompleteRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerDeathRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerMoveRGameEventTv»vvoid

GameModel

Wv ghosts»v List<Ghost>
Wv level»v GameLevel
Wv levels»v List<String>
Wv listeners»v List<GameListener>
Wv player»v Player

Uv addGameListenerRGameListenerTv»vvoid
Uv GameModelRStringT
Uv GameModelRGameLevelT
Uv getGhostRintTv»vGhost
Uv getMazeRTv»vMaze
Uv getNumGhostsRTv»vint
Uv getPlayerRTv»vPlayer
Uv loadLevelRStringTv»vvoid
Uv makeMoveRDirectionTv»vboolean
Uv removeGameListenerRGameListenerTv»vvoid
Uv resetLevelRTv»vvoid
Wv stateCheckRTv»vvoid
Wv updateGhostsRTv»vvoid

Ghost

Wv target»v Character

Uv getNextMoveRTv»vTile
Uv GhostRTileAvCharacterT

Iterable

Maze

Wv maxX»v int
Wv maxY»v int
Wv mazeTiles»v TilevR[][]T
Wv passDots»v int

Uv addExitRintAvintAvDirectionAvbooleanTv»vboolean
Uv addTileRintAvintTv»vboolean
Uv clearMazeRTv»vvoid
Uv dotsRemainingRTv»vint
Uv getMaxXRTv»vint
Uv getMaxYRTv»vint
Uv getNeighbourRTileAvDirectionTv»vTile
Uv getPassDotsRTv»vint
Uv getTileRintAvintTv»vTile
Uv isCompleteRTv»vboolean
Uv iteratorRTv»vIterator<Tile>
Uv MazeRintAvintAvbooleanT
Uv removeExitRintAvintAvDirectionAvbooleanTv»vboolean
Uv removeTileRintAvintTv»vboolean
Uv setPassDotsRintTv»vvoid

Iterator

MazeIterator

Wv maxX»v int
Wv maxY»v int
Wv tileArray»v TilevR[][]T
Wv xPointer»v int
Wv yPointer»v int

Uv hasNextRTv»vboolean
Uv MazeIteratorRintAvintAvTile[][]T
Uv nextRTv»vTile
Uv removeRTv»vvoid

Player

Wv lives»v int

Uv getLivesRTv»vint
Uv isDeadRTv»vboolean
Uv loseLifeRTv»vboolean
Uv PlayerRTileAvintT
Uv setLivesRintTv»vvoid
Uv setTileRTileTv»vboolean

Tile

Wv exits»v Map<DirectionAvTile>
Wv visited»v boolean
Wv xCoord»v int
Wv yCoord»v int

Uv clearDotRTv»vvoid
Uv getExitRDirectionTv»vTile
Uv getXCoordRTv»vint
Uv getYCoordRTv»vint
Uv hasDotRTv»vboolean
Uv removeExitRDirectionTv»vboolean
Uv resetDotRTv»vvoid
Uv setExitRDirectionAvTileTv»vboolean
Uv shortNameRTv»vString
Uv TileRintAvintT
Uv toStringRTv»vString

«interface»
GameListener

Uv gameOverRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv levelCompleteRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerDeathRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerMoveRGameEventTv»vvoid

ConsoleView

Uv ConsoleViewRT
Uv ConsoleViewRGameModelT
Uv drawMazeRGameModelTv»vvoid
Uv gameOverRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv levelCompleteRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerDeathRGameEventTv»vvoid
Uv playerMoveRGameEventTv»vvoid

WtileArray

WmazeTiles

Wtarget

Wlevel

Wplayer

WplayerStart

Wmaze

Wsource

WcurrentTile

Wmodel

Figure 6.14: Reverse Engineered Pacman Game (Class Diagram D)
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Figure 6.15: Respondents Selection of Classes that should not be Included in a Pacman Game
(Reverse Engineered Design)

out from the class diagram. Compared to question C3, the Iterator and Iterable classes
were differently presented in this reverse engineered diagram. The complete result of
question C5 is shown in Figure 6.15.

Reverse Engineered vs. Forward Engineer Class Diagram

Question C6 aimed to discover which type of class diagrams was preferred by the
respondents i.e. RE-CD or forward designed class diagrams. The RE-CD used in this
question was different from the RE-CD in question C2 because this RE-CD was derived
from a system that was implemented (or coded) closely with the forward design. The
results in Table 6.9 show that most of the respondents (mainly researcher) preferred
the class diagram D (the RE-CD from question C5 as illustrated in Figure 6.14). 40% of
the respondents chose this diagram because it is more detailed, clear, interface classes
and it is easier to understand. 20% of the respondents did not choose any of the two
class diagrams because they did not have a preference. The reason mentioned by these
respondents was that both class diagrams are equally good and similar. On the other
hand, 16% of the respondents preferred the class diagram C (from question C3). There
is no pattern of selection present in this result in terms of the respondents’ role and
skill.

If we compare the results of this question and the results of Section 6.5.3, we found
that RE-CD is chosen if the source code was closely following the forward design,
because then the difference between forward design and its RE-CD is small.

6.6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results and findings presented earlier in this chapter.
This section is divided into 5 parts which are: Respondents’ Background, Software
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Table 6.9: The Preference between Class Diagram C and D

AnswersL NumberLofL
RespondentsL

inL
xL

Respondent’sLRoleL Respondent’sLSkillL

StudentL Researcher/L
AcademicL

ITL
Pro.L

PoorL LowL AvgL GoodL ExcellentL

Ibpreferbclassb
diagrambDb
(Figureb6.13)b

10b 40b 1b 7b 2b 1b 1b 5b 2b 1b

Ibpreferbclassb
diagrambCb
(Figureb6.14)

4b 16b 1b 0b 3b 0b 1b 1b 1b 1b

Ibpreferbthemb
bothb

3b 12b 1b 2b 0b 0b 0b 2b 1b 0b

Ibdon’tbpreferb
themb

3b 12b 2b 1b 0b 0b 2b 0b 0b 1b

Itbdoesn’tb
matterbwhichb
oneb

5b 20b 2b 0b 3b 1b 0b 2b 1b 1b

TotalL 25L 100L 7L 10L 8L 2L 4L 10L 5L 4L

Design Metrics, Class Names and Coupling, Class Diagrams Preferences, and Threats
to Validity.

6.6.1 Respondents’ Background

In Part A, the respondents’ profiles to this questionnaire were quite evenly distributed.
The location of the respondents showed that most of the respondents are from The
Netherlands and Malaysia. This is due to the professional and personal network of the
author.

In terms of the respondent’s skill and experience with class diagrams, we found
that 72% of the respondents have more than 1 year of experience with UML and that
76% of the respondents have rated themselves average or above if it comes to creating,
modifying and understanding class diagrams. Even though 28% of the respondents
said that they had less than one year of experience, we can still state that all the
respondents have knowledge about class diagrams.

6.6.2 Software Design Metrics

We asked which metrics could be used as indicators for inclusion or exclusion of
classes from class diagrams. We classified metrics in 3 categories: Size, Coupling and
Inheritance. The overall ranking of the score is shown in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10: Overall Score for Software Design Metrics

No. Design Metrics Score

1 NumPubOps 25
2 NOC 20
3 NumOps 18
4 NumAttr 17
5 Dep_Out 17
6 IC_Attr 17
7 Dep_In 16
8 EC_Attr 15
9 Setters/Getters 13
10 EC_Par 11
11 IC_Par 9
12 DIT 7
13 CLD 5

In the Size category, we found that the higher number of public operations, is the
more people prefer this class. There is a clear preference for public operations over
operations in general because public operations are considered to more often stand for
important functionality.

In the Coupling category, we found that the classes that have many incoming
and outgoing dependencies are preferred for inclusion. We found that IC_Attr and
EC_Attr have higher scores than EC_Par and IC_Par. The reason might be that a class
that is declared as an attribute is more important because it can be used across many
operations in the class.

In the Inheritance category, we discovered that for a class that has a high NOC, the
class should be included in a class diagram. This parent class is helpful to show the
abstraction of a group of classes. For DIT, a higher number of DIT does not indicate it
is an important class because it basically means that this particular class is located very
low in the inheritance hierarchy which means that this class is too detailed and most of
the times not needed. For CLD, if a class has a high value for this metric this that this
class is very abstract, meaning that this class alone will not be enough to understand
the whole hierarchy.

As for the complete results, we found that NumPubOps has the highest points
across all metrics. Also, all the metrics received a positive score, even though some only
slightly, while a negative score is also possible. Hence, each of these can be considered
in our subsequent studies on how to best use these metrics in selecting classes for
in/exclusion.
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6.6.3 Class Names and Coupling

In Part C, we showed that coupling is a highly influential factor when we are trying
to exclude classes from a class diagram. Another influencing factor is the class name.
From our observation, the class names are an influencing factor since it may indicate the
class role and responsibility. Through class names, the respondents make assumptions
of the class functionality (role, responsibility, service) and as well as the flow of the
system. Many respondents excluded Graphical User Interface (GUI) related classes in
the Library system because of the class role and responsibility (class name based), and
coupling.

Aside from these two big influencing factors, many respondents excluded types
of classes like enumeration and interface. Either of these classes did not contain any
information in it or the coupling was very low. Another reason of why the interface
classes are excluded could be that these classes are generic and not key for the domain of
an application. Overall, we suggest that the role and responsibility of the classes (based
on class names) could be an influencing factor in deciding class inclusion/exclusion.

6.6.4 Class Diagram Preferences

In question C4, we found that most of the respondents preferred to use HLoD of
the forward design. The reasons the respondents gave was that this class diagram
is clear and the necessary information is provided in this class diagram. Meanwhile,
in question C6, most of the respondents had chosen the RE-CD (HLoD). The reason
might be that the RE-CD that was provided has few differences from the forward
design. The respondent stated that they preferred this diagram because they find it
more detailed and it is easier to understand. Some of the respondents also mentioned
that the interface classes are removed, which make it a better class diagram.

From our observation, the RE-CD of the Library system was not preferred because
the structures of the classes were not well-presented. This might be because the
implementation was not conforming to the design or there was no design in the system
before implementation.

6.6.5 Threats to Validity

Although the respondents of this survey were quite well distributed between the
status roles (Student, Researcher/Academic and IT Professional), we consider that the
amount of full responses was still a small number. The locations of the respondents
were biased to The Netherlands and Malaysia. Most of the questions in this study
require the respondent to choose the best answers. We have made several assumptions
about why the respondents chose these answers and these assumptions may not be
accurate.
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6.7 Conclusion

In this survey, we revealed the metrics that indicate the classes that could be left out.
We also found the flavour of class diagrams that developers prefer to work with. From
the results, we found that the most important software design metric is the Number of
Public Operations. This means that if a class has a high number of public operations
then this indicates that this class is important and should be included in a class diagram.
In this survey, we also found that the class names and coupling are influencing factors
when selecting a class to be excluded from a class diagram.

With these results, we can highlight which classes should be included or excluded
in RE-CDs. This is based on our results and analysis by looking at the metrics and
behaviour the respondents had in Part C. Although the number of responses on this
questionnaire is not that high, we managed to find some influencing factors for deciding
on class-inclusion or exclusion from a class diagram.

6.8 Future Work

This chapter reports an early study on how to simplify class diagrams and we see a
number of ways to extend this work. We propose to validate the results by using an
industrial case study and discover the suitability of the simplified class diagram for
the practical usage. It would also be interesting to include other metrics that we have
not chosen and check whether they are important or not and ask why the respondent
chose the answer to get the reason.

From the results, we found that class role and responsibility are important indicators
in a class diagram. We would like to suggest a study on the names (class, operation
and attribute) that the software developers find important or meaningful in order to
understand a system. We discovered some weakness in the questionnaire and our
suggestion is to improve this questionnaire by increasing the amount of responses. It
would be interesting to see what the results are with a larger group of respondents.


